5.2.1.3 Variable Defrost Control. The energy consumption in kilowatt-hours per day shall be calculated equivalent to:

\[ ET = \left( 1440 \times K \times EP1/T1 \right) + \left( EP2 - (EP1 \times T2/T1) \right) \times K \times \left( 12/CT \right). \]

Where:

- \( ET \), \( K \), and \( 1440 \) are defined in section 5.2.1.1 and \( EP1 \), \( EP2 \), \( T1 \), \( T2 \), and \( 12 \) are defined in section 5.2.1.2.

\[ CT = \frac{(CT_L \times CT_M)}{(F \times (CT_M - CT_L) + CT_L)} \]

Where:

- \( CT_L \) = least or shortest compressor run time between defrosts in hours rounded to the nearest tenth of an hour (greater than or equal to 6 hours but less than or equal to 12 hours);
- \( CT_M \) = maximum compressor run time between defrosts in hours rounded to the nearest tenth of an hour (greater than \( CT_L \) but not more than 96 hours);
- \( F \) = ratio of per day energy consumption in excess of the least energy and the maximum difference in per-day energy consumption and is equal to 0.20.

For variable defrost models with no values for \( CT_L \) and \( CT_M \) in the algorithm, the default values of 12 and 84 shall be used, respectively.

6. Calculation of Derived Results From Test Measurements

6.2.1.2 If one of the compartment temperatures measured for a test period is greater than 0.0°F (17.8°C), the average per-cycle energy consumption shall be equivalent to:

\[ E = ET1 + \left( (ET2 - ET1) \times (0.0 - TF1) \right)/(TF2 - TF1) \]

Where:

- \( E \) is defined in 6.2.1.1;
- \( ET \) is defined in 5.2.1;
- \( TF \) = freezer compartment temperature determined according to 5.1.3 in degrees F;
- The numbers 1 and 2 indicate measurements taken during the first and second test period as appropriate; and
- 0.0 = standardized compartment temperature in degrees F.

6.2.2 Variable Anti-Sweat Heater Models. The standard cycle energy consumption of an electric freezer with a variable anti-sweat heater control (\( E_{\text{std}} \)), expressed in kilowatt-hours per day, shall be calculated equivalent to:

\[ E_{\text{std}} = E + \text{(Correction Factor)} \]

Where:

- \( E \) is determined by 6.2.1.1, or 6.2.1.2, whichever is appropriate, with the anti-sweat heater switch in the “off” position or, for a product without an anti-sweat heater switch, the anti-sweat heater in its lowest energy use state.
- \( \text{Correction Factor} = (\text{Anti-sweat Heater Power} \times \text{System-loss Factor}) \times (24 \text{ hr/w day}) \times (1 \text{ kW/1000 W}) \)

Where:

- \( \text{Anti-sweat Heater Power} = 0.034 \times (\text{Heater Watts at 5% RH}) + 0.211 \times (\text{Heater Watts at 15% RH}) + 0.204 \times (\text{Heater Watts at 25% RH}) + 0.166 \times (\text{Heater Watts at 35% RH}) + 0.126 \times (\text{Heater Watts at 45% RH}) + 0.119 \times (\text{Heater Watts at 55% RH}) + 0.094 \times (\text{Heater Watts at 65% RH}) + 0.047 \times (\text{Heater Watts at 75% RH}) + 0.008 \times (\text{Heater Watts at 85% RH}) + 0.015 \times (\text{Heater Watts at 95% RH}) \)
- \( \text{Heater Watts at a specific relative humidity} = \text{the nominal watts used by all heaters at that specific relative humidity, 72 °F (22.2 °C) ambient, and DOE reference freezer (FZ) average temperature of 0 °F (-17.8 °C).} \)
- \( \text{System-loss Factor} = 1.3. \)

7. Test Procedure Waivers

To the extent that the procedures contained in this appendix do not provide a means for determining the energy consumption of a freezer, a manufacturer must obtain a waiver under 10 CFR 430.27 to establish an acceptable test procedure for each such product. Such instances could, for example, include situations where the test set-up for a particular freezer basic model is not clearly defined by the provisions of section 2. For details regarding the criteria and procedures for obtaining a waiver, please refer to 10 CFR 430.27.

APPENDIX C TO SUBPART B OF PART 430—UNIFORM TEST METHOD FOR MEASURING THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF DISHWASHERS

The provisions of this Appendix C shall apply to products manufactured after September 29, 2003. The restriction on representations concerning energy use or efficiency in 42 U.S.C. 6293(c)(2) shall apply on February 25, 2004.

1. Definitions

1.1 \( \text{AHAM} \) means the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers.

1.2 Compact dishwasher means a dishwasher that has a capacity of less than eight
For compact dishwashers, this definition is incorporated by reference, see §430.22.

Washing a load of dishes, two place settings in a soil-sensing dishwasher for completely standard dishwashers, the set of operations in a soil-sensing dishwasher for completely washing a load of dishes, four place settings of which are soiled according to ANSI/AHAM DW–1 (Incorporated by reference, see §430.22).

Normal cycle means the cycle type recommended by the manufacturer for completely washing a full load of normally soiled dishes including the power-dry feature.

Power-dry feature means the introduction of electrically generated heat into the washing chamber for the purpose of improving the drying performance of the dishwasher.

Preconditioning cycle means any cycle that includes a fill, circulation, and drain to ensure that the water lines and sump area of the pump are primed.

Sensor heavy response means, for standard dishwashers, the set of operations in a soil-sensing dishwasher for completely washing a load of dishes, four place settings of which are soiled according to ANSI/AHAM DW–1 (Incorporated by reference, see §430.22). For compact dishwashers, this definition is the same, except that two soiled place settings are used instead of four.

Sensor light response means, for both standard and compact dishwashers, the set of operations in a soil-sensing dishwasher for completely washing a load of dishes, one place setting of which is soiled with half of the gram weight of soils for each item specified in a single place setting according to ANSI/AHAM DW–1 (Incorporated by reference, see §430.22).

Sensor medium response means, for standard dishwashers, the set of operations in a soil-sensing dishwasher for completely washing a load of dishes, two place settings of which are soiled according to ANSI/AHAM DW–1 (Incorporated by reference, see §430.22). For compact dishwashers, this definition is the same, except that one soiled place setting is used instead of two.

Standard dishwasher means a dishwasher that has the ability to adjust any energy consuming aspect of a wash cycle based on the soil load of the dishes.

Truncated normal cycle means the normal cycle interrupted to eliminate the power-dry feature after the termination of the last rinse operation.

Truncated sensor heavy response means the sensor heavy response interrupted to eliminate the power-dry feature after the termination of the last rinse operation.

Truncated sensor light response means the sensor light response interrupted to eliminate the power-dry feature after the termination of the last rinse operation.

Truncated sensor medium response means the sensor medium response interrupted to eliminate the power-dry feature after the termination of the last rinse operation.

Water-heating dishwasher means a dishwasher which, as recommended by the manufacturer, is designed for heating cold inlet water (nominal 50 °F) or designed for heating water with a nominal inlet temperature of 120 °F. Any dishwasher designated as water-heating (50 °F or 120 °F inlet water) must provide internal water heating to above 120 °F in at least one wash phase of the normal cycle.

2. Testing conditions:

2.1 Installation Requirements. Install the dishwasher according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A standard or compact under-counter or under-sink dishwasher must be tested in a rectangular enclosure constructed of nominal 0.374 inch (9.5 mm) plywood painted black. The enclosure must consist of a top, a bottom, a back, and two sides. If the dishwasher includes a counter top as part of the appliance, omit the top of the enclosure. Bring the enclosure into the closest contact with the appliance that the configuration of the dishwasher will allow.

2.2 Electrical energy supply.

2.2.1 Dishwashers that operate with an electrical supply of 115 volts. Maintain the electrical supply to the dishwasher at 115 volts ±2 percent and within 1 percent of the nameplate frequency as specified by the manufacturer.

2.2.2 Dishwashers that operate with an electrical supply of 240 volts. Maintain the electrical supply to the dishwasher at 240 volts ±2 percent and within 1 percent of its nameplate frequency as specified by the manufacturer.
2.3 Water temperature. Measure the temperature of the water supplied to the dishwasher using a temperature measuring device as specified in section 3.1 of this Appendix.

2.3.1 Dishwashers to be tested at a nominal 140 °F inlet water temperature. Maintain the water supply temperature at 140 ± 2 °F.

2.3.2 Dishwashers to be tested at a nominal 120 °F inlet water temperature. Maintain the water supply temperature at 120 ± 2 °F.

2.3.3 Dishwashers to be tested at a nominal 50 °F inlet water temperature. Maintain the water supply temperature at 50 ± 2 °F.

2.4 Water pressure. Using a water pressure gauge as specified in section 3.4 of this Appendix, maintain the water pressure at 35 ± 2.5 pounds per square inch gauge (psig) when the water is flowing.

2.5 Ambient and machine temperature. Using a temperature measuring device as specified in section 3.1 of this Appendix, maintain the room ambient air temperature at 75 ± 2 °F, and ensure that the dishwasher and the test load are at room ambient temperature at the start of each test cycle.

2.6 Test Cycle and Load.

2.6.1 Non-soil-sensing dishwashers to be tested at a nominal inlet temperature of 140 °F. These units must be tested on the normal cycle and truncated normal cycle without a test load if the dishwasher does not heat water in the normal cycle.

2.6.2 Non-soil-sensing dishwashers to be tested at a nominal inlet temperature of 50 °F or 120 °F. These units must be tested on the normal cycle with a clean load of eight place settings plus six serving pieces, as specified in section 2.7 of this Appendix. If the capacity of the dishwasher, as stated by the manufacturer, is less than eight place settings, then the test load must be the stated capacity.

2.6.3 Soil-sensing dishwashers to be tested at a nominal inlet temperature of 50 °F, 120 °F, or 140 °F. These units must be tested first for the sensor heavy response, then tested for the sensor medium response, and finally for the sensor light response with the following combinations of soiled and clean test loads.

2.6.3.1 For tests of the sensor heavy response, as defined in section 1.10 of this Appendix:

(A) For standard dishwashers, the test unit is to be loaded with four place settings plus six serving pieces as specified in section 2.7 of this Appendix. Two of the four place settings must be soiled according to ANSI/AHAM DW–1 (Incorporated by reference, see §430.22) while the remaining place settings, serving pieces, and all flatware are not soiled.

(B) For compact dishwashers, the test unit is to be loaded with four place settings plus six serving pieces as specified in section 2.7 of this Appendix. Two of the four place settings must be soiled according to ANSI/AHAM DW–1 (Incorporated by reference, see §430.22) while the remaining place settings, serving pieces, and all flatware are not soiled.

2.6.3.2 For tests of the sensor medium response, as defined in section 1.11 of this Appendix:

(A) For standard dishwashers, the test unit is to be loaded with a total of eight place settings plus six serving pieces as specified in section 2.7 of this Appendix. Two of the eight place settings must be soiled according to ANSI/AHAM DW–1 (Incorporated by reference, see §430.22) while the remaining place settings, serving pieces, and all flatware are not soiled.

(B) For compact dishwashers, the test unit is to be loaded with four place settings plus six serving pieces as specified in section 2.7 of this Appendix. Two of the four place settings must be soiled according to ANSI/AHAM DW–1 (Incorporated by reference, see §430.22) while the remaining place settings, serving pieces, and all flatware are not soiled.

2.6.3.3 For tests of the sensor light response, as defined in section 1.10 of this Appendix:

(A) For standard dishwashers, the test unit is to be loaded with a total of eight place settings plus six serving pieces as specified in section 2.7 of this Appendix. One of the eight place settings must be soiled with half of the soil load specified for a single place setting according to ANSI/AHAM DW–1 (Incorporated by reference, see §430.22) while the remaining place settings, serving pieces, and all flatware are not soiled.

(B) For compact dishwashers, the test unit is to be loaded with four place settings plus six serving pieces as specified in section 2.7 of this Appendix. One of the four place settings must be soiled with half of the soil load specified for a single place setting according to the ANSI/AHAM DW–1 (Incorporated by reference, see §430.22) while the remaining place settings, serving pieces, and all flatware are not soiled.

### Dishware/glassware/flatware item

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Primary source</th>
<th>Primary No.</th>
<th>Alternate source No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dinner Plate</td>
<td>Coming Concor®/Corelle®</td>
<td>6003893</td>
<td>Arzberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit Bowl</td>
<td>Coming Concor®/Corelle®</td>
<td>6003887</td>
<td>Arzberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cup</td>
<td>Coming Concor®/Corelle®</td>
<td>6003889</td>
<td>Arzberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saucer</td>
<td>Coming Concor®/Corelle®</td>
<td>6016126</td>
<td>Arzberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serving Bowl</td>
<td>Coming Concor®/Corelle®</td>
<td>6005911</td>
<td>Arzberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platter</td>
<td>Coming Concor®/Corelle®</td>
<td>6011655</td>
<td>Arzberg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.8 Detergent. Use half the quantity of detergent specified according to ANSI/AHAM DW-1 (Incorporated by reference, see §430.22).

2.9 Testing requirements. Provisions in this Appendix pertaining to dishwashers that operate with a nominal inlet temperature of 50 °F or 120 °F apply only to water-heating dishwashers as defined in section 1.19 of this Appendix.

2.10 Preconditioning requirements. Precondition the dishwasher by establishing the testing conditions set forth in sections 2.1 through 2.5 of this Appendix. Set the dishwasher to the preconditioning cycle as defined in section 1.8 of this Appendix, without using a test load, and initiate the cycle.

3. Instrumentation

Test instruments must be calibrated annually.

3.1 Temperature measuring device. The device must have an error no greater than ±1 °F over the range being measured.

3.2 Timer. Time measurements for each monitoring period shall be accurate to within 2 seconds.

3.3 Water meter. The water meter must have a resolution of no larger than 0.1 gallons and a maximum error no greater than ±1.5 percent of the measured flow rate for all water temperatures encountered in the test cycle.

3.4 Water pressure gauge. The water pressure gauge must have a resolution of one pound per square inch (psig) and must have an error no greater than 5 percent of any measured value over the range of 35 ±2.5 psig.

3.5 Watt-hour meter. The watt-hour meter must have a resolution of 1 watt-hour or less and a maximum error of no more than 1 percent of the measured value for any demand greater than 50 watts.

3.6 Standby wattmeter. The standby wattmeter must have a resolution of 0.1 watt or less, a maximum error of no more than 1 percent of the measured value, and must be capable of operating within the stated tolerances for input voltages up to 5 percent total harmonic distortion. The standby wattmeter must be capable of operating at frequencies from 47 hertz through 61 hertz. Power measurements must have a crest factor of 3 or more at currents of 2 amperes RMS or less.

3.7 Standby watt-hour meter. The standby watt-hour meter must meet all the requirements of the standby wattmeter and must accumulate watt-hours at a minimum power level of 20 milliwatts.

4. Test Cycle and Measurements

4.1 Test cycle. Perform a test cycle by establishing the testing conditions set forth in section 2 of this Appendix, setting the dishwasher to the cycle type to be tested, initiating the cycle, and allowing the cycle to proceed to completion.

4.2 Machine electrical energy consumption. Measure the machine electrical energy consumption, M, expressed as the number of kilowatt-hours of electricity consumed by the machine during the entire test cycle, using a water supply temperature as set forth in section 2.3 of this Appendix and using a watt-hour meter as specified in section 3.5 of this Appendix.

4.3 Water consumption. Measure the water consumption, V, expressed as the number of gallons of water delivered to the machine during the entire test cycle, using a water meter as specified in section 3.3 of this Appendix.

4.4 Standby power. Connect the dishwasher to a standby wattmeter or a standby watt-hour meter as specified in sections 3.6 and 3.7, respectively, of this Appendix. Select the conditions necessary to achieve operation in the standby mode as defined in section 1.14 of this Appendix. Monitor the power consumption but allow the dishwasher to stabilize for at least 5 minutes. Then monitor the power consumption for at least an additional 5 minutes. If the power level does not change by more than 5 percent from the maximum observed value during the later 5 minutes and there is no cyclic or pulsing behavior of the load, the load can be considered stable. For stable operation, standby power, S∞, can be recorded directly from the standby wattmeter in watts or accumulated using the standby watt-hour meter over a period of at least 5 minutes. For unstable operation, the energy must be accumulated using the standby watt-hour meter over a period of at least 5 minutes and must capture the energy use over one or more complete cycles. Calculate the average standby power, S∞, expressed in watts by dividing the accumulated energy consumption by the duration of the measurement period.
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5. Calculation of Derived Results From Test Measurements

5.1 Machine energy consumption.

5.1.1 Machine energy consumption for non-soil-sensing electric dishwashers. Take the value recorded in section 4.2 of this Appendix as the per-cycle machine electrical energy consumption. Express the value, M, in kilowatt-hours per cycle.

\[ M = (M_{hr} \times F_{hr}) + (M_{mr} \times F_{mr}) + (M_{lr} \times F_{lr}) \]

where,

- \( M_{hr} \) = the value recorded in section 4.2 of this Appendix for the test of the sensor heavy response, expressed in kilowatt-hours per cycle,
- \( M_{mr} \) = the value recorded in section 4.2 of this Appendix for the test of the sensor medium response, expressed in kilowatt-hours per cycle,
- \( M_{lr} \) = the value recorded in section 4.2 of this Appendix for the test of the sensor light response, expressed in kilowatt-hours per cycle,
- \( F_{hr} \) = the weighting factor based on consumer use of heavy response = 0.65,
- \( F_{mr} \) = the weighting factor based on consumer use of medium response = 0.33,
- \( F_{lr} \) = the weighting factor based on consumer use of light response = 0.05.

5.1.2 Machine energy consumption for soil-sensing electric dishwashers. The machine energy consumption for the sensor normal cycle, M, is defined as:

\[ M = (M_{hr} \times F_{hr}) + (M_{mr} \times F_{mr}) + (M_{lr} \times F_{lr}) \]

5.2 Drying energy.

5.2.1 Drying energy consumption for non-soil-sensing electric dishwashers. Calculate the amount of energy consumed using the power-dry feature after the termination of the last rinse option of the normal cycle. Express the value, E, in kilowatt-hours per cycle.

\[ E = \frac{(E_{hr} + E_{mr} + E_{lr})}{3} \]

Where,

- \( E_{hr} \) = energy consumed using the power-dry feature after the termination of the last rinse option of the sensor heavy response, expressed in kilowatt-hours per cycle,
- \( E_{mr} \) = energy consumed using the power-dry feature after the termination of the last rinse option of the sensor medium response, expressed in kilowatt-hours per cycle,
- \( E_{lr} \) = energy consumed using the power-dry feature after the termination of the last rinse option of the sensor light response, expressed in kilowatt-hours per cycle.

5.3 Water consumption.

5.3.1 Water consumption for non-soil-sensing dishwashers using electrically heated, gas-heated, or oil-heated water.

Take the value recorded in section 4.3 of this Appendix as the per-cycle water energy consumption. Express the value, V, in gallons per cycle.

5.3.2 Water consumption for soil-sensing dishwashers using electrically heated, gas-heated, or oil-heated water.

The water consumption for the sensor normal cycle, V, is defined as:

\[ V = (V_{hr} \times F_{hr}) + (V_{mr} \times F_{mr}) + (V_{lr} \times F_{lr}) \]

Where,

- \( V_{hr} \) = the value recorded in section 4.3 of this Appendix for the test of the sensor heavy response, expressed in gallons per cycle,
- \( V_{mr} \) = the value recorded in section 4.3 of this Appendix for the test of the sensor medium response, expressed in gallons per cycle,
- \( V_{lr} \) = the value recorded in section 4.3 of this Appendix for the test of the sensor light response, expressed in gallons per cycle,
- \( F_{hr} \) = the weighting factor based on consumer use of heavy response = 0.65,
- \( F_{mr} \) = the weighting factor based on consumer use of medium response = 0.33,
- \( F_{lr} \) = the weighting factor based on consumer use of light response = 0.05.

5.4 Water energy consumption for non-soil-sensing or soil-sensing dishwashers using electrically heated water.

5.4.1 Dishwashers that operate with a nominal 140 °F inlet water temperature, only. For the normal and truncated normal test cycle, calculate the water energy consumption, W, expressed in kilowatt-hours per cycle and defined as:

\[ W = V \times \frac{K}{T} \]

Where,

- \( V \) = water consumption in gallons per cycle, as determined in section 5.3.1 of this Appendix,
- \( K \) = specific heat of water in kilowatt-hours per gallon per degree Fahrenheit = 0.0024,
- \( T \) = nominal water heater temperature rise = 90 °F.

5.4.2 Dishwashers that operate with a nominal inlet water temperature of 120 °F, For the normal and truncated normal test cycle, calculate the water energy consumption, W, expressed in kilowatt-hours per cycle and defined as:

\[ W = V \times \frac{K}{T} \]

Where,

- \( V \) = water consumption in gallons per cycle, as determined in section 5.3.1 of this Appendix,
- \( K \) = specific heat of water in kilowatt-hours per gallon per degree Fahrenheit = 0.0024,
- \( T \) = nominal water heater temperature rise = 70 °F.
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For each test cycle, calculate the water energy consumption using gas-heated or oil-heated water, $W_g$, expressed in Btu's per cycle and defined as:

$$W_g = V \times T \times C/e$$

Where,

$V = \text{reported water consumption in gallons}$

$T = \text{nominal water heater temperature rise} = 90^\circ \text{F}$

$C = \text{specific heat of water in Btu's per gallon}$

$e = \text{nominal gas or oil water heater recovery efficiency} = 0.75$

5.5.2 Dishwashers that operate with a nominal inlet water temperature of 120° F. For each test cycle, calculate the water energy consumption using gas heated or oil heated water, $W_g$, expressed in Btu's per cycle and defined as:

$$W_g = V \times T \times C/e$$

Where,

$V = \text{reported water consumption in gallons}$

$T = \text{nominal water heater temperature rise} = 70^\circ \text{F}$

$C = \text{specific heat of water in Btu's per gallon}$

$e = \text{nominal gas or oil water heater recovery efficiency} = 0.75$

5.6 Annual standby energy consumption. Calculate the estimated annual standby energy consumption. First determine the number of standby hours per year, $H_s$, defined as:

$$H_s = H - (N \times L)$$

Where,

$H = \text{the total number of hours per year} = 8766$ hours per year.

$N = \text{the representative average dishwasher use of 215 cycles per year}.

$L = \text{the average of the duration of the normal cycle and truncated normal cycle, for non-soil-sensing dishwashers with a truncated normal cycle; the duration of the normal cycle, for non-soil-sensing dishwashers without a truncated normal cycle; the average duration of the sensor light response, truncated sensor light response, sensor medium response, truncated sensor medium response, sensor heavy response, and truncated sensor heavy response, for soil-sensing dishwashers with a truncated cycle option; the average duration of the sensor light response, sensor medium response, and sensor heavy response, for soil-sensing dishwashers without a truncated cycle option.}$

Then calculate the estimated annual standby power use, $S_b$, expressed in kilowatt-hours per year and defined as:

$$S_b = S_s \times ((H_s)/1000)$$

Where,

$S_s = \text{the average standby power in watts as determined in section 4.4 of this Appendix.}$

APPENDIX D TO SUBPART B OF PART 430—UNIFORM TEST METHOD FOR MEASURING THE ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF CLOTHES DRYERS

1. Definitions

1.1 “AHAM” means the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers.

1.2 “Bone dry” means a condition of a load of test clothes which has been dried in a dryer at maximum temperature for a minimum of 10 minutes, removed and weighed before cool down, and then dried again for 10-minute periods until the final weight change of the load is 1 percent or less.

1.3 “Compact” or compact size means a clothes dryer with a drum capacity of less than 4.4 cubic feet.

1.4 “Cool down” means that portion of the drying cycle when the added gas or electric heat is terminated and the clothes continue to tumble and dry within the drum.

1.5 “Cycle” means a sequence of operation of a clothes dryer which performs a clothes drying operation, and may include variations or combinations of the functions of heating, tumbling and drying.

1.6 “Drum capacity” means the volume of the drying drum in cubic feet.

1.7 “HLD-1” means the test standard promulgated by AHAM and titled “AHAM Performance Evaluation Procedure for Household Tumble Type Clothes Dryers”, June 1974, and designated as HLD–1.

1.8 “HLD-2EC” means the test standard promulgated by AHAM and titled “Test Method for Measuring Energy Consumption of Household Tumble Type Clothes Dryers” December 1975, and designated as HLD–2EC.

1.9 “Standard size” means a clothes dryer with a drum capacity of 4.4 cubic feet or greater.

1.10 “Moisture content” means the ratio of the weight of water contained by the test load to the bone-dry weight of the test load, expressed as a percent.

1.11 “Automatic termination control” means a dryer control system with a sensor which monitors either the dryer load temperature or its moisture content and with a controller which automatically terminates the drying process. A mark or detent which indicates a preferred automatic termination control setting must be present if the dryer is to be classified as having an “automatic termination control.” A mark is a visible single control setting on one or more dryer controls.

1.12 “Temperature sensing control” means a system which monitors dryer exhaust air temperature and automatically terminates the dryer cycle.